Cost of fuel filter

It ensures that impurities, dirt, particles, dust, objects, and rust cannot enter the fuel and
combustion chamber by screening out all these contaminants. As we have discussed before,
the fuel filter can develop problems earlier than we might think, so it is important to know all the
signs associated with a failed fuel filter. The first symptom you might notice if your fuel filter is
starting to get clogged is difficulty starting the car. The starting moment for a car engine is
pretty critical, and a lot of fuel is required. If the filter is clogged, you may have a tough time
trying to start your car if the fuel pressure gets too low. If fuel only intermittently gets into the
engine, it can lead to low fuel pressure , which often leads to misfiring and other hiccups. You
can feel engine misfires as small jerks when you are accelerating your car, but also on idle. If
you notice many misfires when accelerating your car, it is definitely time to check when your
filter was replaced. A clogged fuel filter leads to low fuel pressure, and as you might know â€”
the engine prefers a lot of fuel for its maximum performance. If the fuel pressure gets too low,
you will probably feel that your car is much slower than usual. This is because the fuel pressure
drops so low that the engine will be out of fuel and die completely. The replacement interval
differs between car models and fuel type. As a rule of thumb, you should at least change your
fuel filter every Petrol cars do usually have longer replacement intervals and do not get clogged
as often as diesel filters. The fuel filter should be replaced earlier on a few car models, so you
should always check your repair manual for the exact replacement interval. Some cars do not
have to replace it that often either. Actually, many cars have a replacement interval for up to Of
course, this does change depending on what type of fuel you fill your car with also. Some
countries have worse fuel quality, and then you have to replace it more often. The fuel filter is
usually located somewhere near the fuel tank, under the car. It can also be located under the
hood or somewhere on the way behind the plastic covers under the car. The fuel filter location
can differ a lot, and your best bet to find the location is to check in the engine bay and near the
fuel tank under the car. The fuel filter installed in your vehicle is one of those components that
require frequent and regular maintenance. The fuel filter price is usually reasonable, and it can
easily be replaced with instructions in the service manual if you have some basic knowledge of
car repairs. However, if you are willing to hire a professional or mechanic to do this, there are
high additional labor costs. I have been working with cars for 10 years, specialized in
diagnostics and troubleshooting. I created this blog because I was tired of finding false
information on the web while looking for repair information. I hope you enjoy my content! The
fuel filter is an important part of the fuel supply system of your vehicle. Therefore it is very
important to change your fuel filter regularly. Contents show. Misfiring Engine. Bad
Performance. Check Engine Light Illuminates. Engine Stalling. How often should you change
the fuel filter? Fuel Filter Location. Fuel Filter Replacement Cost. Search This Site Search. The
fuel filter, as with any filter, will remove any unwanted debris. In the case of a car, this filter is
responsible for remove any of this debris from entering the fuel line, preventing any unwanted
damage. In general, a fuel filter will need to be replaced at least once per year, but a higher
mileage car may need it replaced more often than average. Mechanics recommend replacing it
every 40, to 80, miles. The average cost of a fuel filter replacement is pretty standard across the
board from what we researched. Often done with annual service for most vehicles, the cost of
the fuel filter will be tied into the entire package cost. In general, most technicians will
recommend changing your fuel filter annually to maintain the health of your engine. If any of
these larger particles were able to make its way into the engine, it could create severe damage
to the engine as it can plug the fuel injectors, which would stop the cylinder from getting the
conventional amount of fuel, ultimately leading to an injector replacement. As there are many
varieties of fuel delivery arrangements on vehicles today, the fuel filters will vary from one car
to the next. As the fuel passes through the rubber hoses, this type of fuel filter, usually made
from plastic or metal, will have both an inlet and outlet tube, allowing the fuel to pass through
while being filtered. As for an electronic fuel injection, the fuel is squirted into every cylinder via
the injectors with high pressure. Because of this, the filters will be created from metal to stop it
from crumbling down over time. Before the fuel filter is even removed, the pressure will first be
relieved from the fuel line by disabling the fuel pump. To disable the fuel pump, this will be done
by removing both the fuel pump hose and the fuse box. Once the pressure has been cut in the
fuel lines, the lines will be disconnected from the engine to access the fuel filter. The filter, now
exposed, will be compared to a new one to see how dirty it is. Like any filter, the dirtier it is, the
less efficient it will be. At this time, the mechanic will determine if the filter needs to be replaced.
As mentioned, if it has been longer than months, then a mechanic will replace it for safety
reasons. With the new filter, the old one will be taken out and the new one will be inserted in its
place, ensuring the arrows are pointing the right direction of the proper flow. Once fitted, the
fuel lines will be reattached and the fuel pump fuse and pump will be re-installed. In fact, even if
you do not have much in terms of car repair experience, you can do the job with ease as long as

you follow a how-to video, which we will post below. If you really want to save, consider
purchasing an aftermarket part rather than an OEM part to save a few more dollars. Hard start
â€” A dirty fuel filter could lead to a hard start as the fuel flow is constricted. Hesitating engine
â€” When you press down on the gas, if you notice the engine is hesitating, then it could be a
sign the fuel filter is clogged. Stalling out â€” As your engine will need a constant supply of fuel,
it will not run efficiently if it becomes dirty or even clogged. Even with the slightest clog, the car
can stall as, again the flow of gas will be restricted. Advertising Disclosure: This content may
include referral links. Please read our disclosure policy for more info. Was it worth it? The
purpose of the fuel filter should be self-explanatory. It basically filters the fuel by blocking all its
impurities, debris, and dust particles from entering the internal combustion chamber of the
engine. When you pump fuel into your fuel tank, there may be rust particles and other debris
which currently exists in there. So, when your fuel enters the tank, it is going to get mixed with
these particles of debris. This is going to cause a problem if the contaminated fuel were to enter
the engine. It would reduce its performance and possibly shorten its lifespan too. Therefore, the
fuel filter has a very important job to do in the fuel system so that the engine can stay strong
and function well. If you ever go to get your oil changed at a professional auto servicing
location, the service person will periodically tell you that you need to change your fuel filter. The
reason for this is that fuel filters do not last very long in a vehicle. You may be able to drive up
to 30, miles before you need to change your fuel filter although the change interval may be
longer for newer vehicles. After that, your fuel filter may become too clogged to do its job
properly. You will need to replace it right away or else suffer the consequences. Your gas
mileage will get worse as your fuel filter gets worse. Perhaps you have a clogged fuel filter
which is limiting the amount of fuel that can flow into your engine. This means more fuel
consumed than normal. The engine control unit will be able to detect when there is a problem
with the fuel system. Any kind of problem that affects the engine like this will cause the Check
Engine warning light to activate on the dashboard. A bad fuel filter can cause this to happen too
because it negatively affects the flow of fuel going into the engine. If you step on the gas pedal
and the vehicle does not accelerate immediately or at all, then you may have a bad fuel filter
among other things. When the engine requires more fuel, a clogged or worn out fuel filter will
prevent that fuel from getting there fast enough. Sometimes your engine will not start at all if
you have a faulty fuel filter. Perhaps there is not enough fuel entering the internal combustion
chamber to make the engine functional. You may be driving along on the road and then
suddenly find that your engine is stalling. This is when the engine stops turning, or its RPM is
greatly reduced without any just reason. It is not a very expensive or difficult job to do at all.
That is why most oil changing shops and businesses will offer to do this service because it can
be done that quickly. Table of Contents. Looking for Replacement Parts? Facebook Pinterest
Twitter. The fuel filter works to remove any unwanted debris from the fuel line to help prevent it
causing damage elsewhere in the engine. Fuel filters will generally need replaced once a year
for most drivers, but those with high monthly mileage may need to replace it more often.
Changing a fuel filter is a routine repair and the vast majority of garages will be able to do the
work for you. If you want to make the repairs yourself, fuel filters can be ordered online from a
variety of retailers. The role of the fuel filter in a car is to trap large particles of fuel before they
reach the engine. These large particles can also clog the fuel injectors, which would prevent a
cylinder from receiving the proper amount of fuel and require a repair or a replacement of the
injector. A properly maintained fuel filter will prevent these issues from occurring, saving you
the time and expense of additional repairs to your car. On most care the filter will be found
within the engine compartment or close to the fuel tank under the car. The various types of fuel
delivery systems means that fuel filters are different from car to car. A carburetor fueled engine
uses a vacuum to suck fuel into the engine, and has a relatively low pressure fuel system. The
fuel in this system will pass through rubber hoses, and the fuel filter will have an inlet and an
outlet tube through which the fuel can pass. These fuel filters will typically be made from metal
or plastic. In a car which uses electronic fuel injection, fuel is squirted into each cylinder by the
injectors. This is a high pressure fuel system, so the fuel filter needs to be made from metal to
prevent it from breaking. The filter on a fuel injection system is normally threaded on to the fuel
lines, again to keep it secure in the higher pressure environment. Replacing your fuel filter
regularly is essential for maintaining the health of your engine and protecting it from foreign
particles which may cause damage. In general, most mechanics will recommend replacing the
filter once a year at the annual service. If you live in a high-pollution area or cover a significant
number of miles each month, the filter will need to be replaced on a more regular basis. There
are numerous ways in which dirt and debris can get in to the fuel line, so a working fuel filter is
crucial for preventing it causing damage to the engine. Replacing your fuel filter regularly is an
inexpensive repair, and could end up saving you a small fortune in the future. Most garages will

inspect your fuel filter at the annual check up, and if they think it needs replaced they will carry
out the work there and then. For the majority of drivers this will be enough to keep the filter
healthy and prevent any possible issues. Other issues caused indirectly by the faulty filter may
trigger the check engine light though, such as decreased fuel flow from a clogged fuel filter.
Another common error is for the computer to misinterpret a fuel filter issue as a problem with
the oxygen sensor or mass air flow. It will sense a problem with the air and fuel mixture and flag
a fault code, which can often lead to a misdiagnosis of the issue. If the filter is plugged it can
also cause random cylinder misfires, which can trigger an error code. You can often save more
money by opting for an aftermarket filter instead of OEM parts, so shop around for the best deal
on a part with a good reputation. You can usually save money by having it replaced as part of
your annual service. The final option is to shop around for good deals in your area. With a filter
change being a simple and routine repair, many garages run specials on things like filter
replacements and oil changes to acquire new customers. Below are some examples of how
much a fuel filter replacement costs for some of the most popular cars in the country. These are
estimates based on common pricing, and it may vary between garages and from place to place.
Nevertheless, it should give you an idea of what a fuel filter replacement will cost. Compare
your quote to other individuals from around the country to make sure you are getting the best
deal. Remember me. Need to book this service? Find a Local Mechanic. Table of Contents. Fuel
Filter Replacement Costs Submitted By Our Users Compare your quote to other individuals
from around the country to make sure you are getting the best deal. Subscribe to our mailing
list. Your fuel filter takes out the unwanted debris and particles of your fuel in the gas tank
before going to the fuel pump. The gas first passes through the fuel filter to sift dirt. You see,
over time, your gas tank will rust and cause excess moisture. Most of these issues are dust,
dirt, metal shavings, and other forms of contamination. It protects the engine from impairment
by checking out if the fuel from the gas tank is clean and debris free. Not replacing it for so long
could damage the whole vehicle and could cost you more. When contaminated gas comes into
contact with the engine, it can cause a lot of damage, which can result in severe and expensive
repairs down the road. If your fuel filter is all bad, the result will be that your engine would lack
the power to start. Thus your car would not start either. More so, it can cause poor gas mileage.
These are all just fuel filter prices. The cost of installation and labor is a different matter. Other
auto dealers like Mr. Quotes for the replacement of fuel filters in different vehicle brands are
available online. Many fuel additives on the market claim to save gas and limit emissions. But
who knows if there is enough science to back up the marketing play? Some cars need their fuel
filter replacement regularly, especially to those people who drive a lot. However, some modern
cars have already come with their filters inside the gas tank. In such vehicles, the fuel pump is
equipped with a fuel strainer and could only be replaced when the whole fuel pump assembly is
changed as well. Whatever you need, will be there to guide you. However, you could still push
off a drive for 60, or 90, miles. Fuel filters that breached , miles may cause your vehicle to
failure. The price of gas is going up because of inflation, and people are jotting down for ways
to save on automotive expenses without using their auto insurance policy. People thought that
a routine maintenance should be handled by a professional to get it worked out. The best way to
save money for your fuel filter replacement is to do it yourself. You can also save money by
having it replaced at your dealer shop as part of their annual service. It is during that when
people to have their filters replaced because a lot discounting is involved. Another option is to
look around for good stuff in your neighborhood. A filter replacement is done very simply. So
many garages will run special services for these. Replacing your fuel filters on a regular basis is
one of the most important maintenance you can do to your engine. If done properly, and your
engine will thank you by saving you thousand dollars and a good night sleep. You can also get
to calculate how much does fuel filter replacement cost. Save my name, email, and website in
this browser for the next time I comment. You'll get a rough estimate for your vehicle and we'll
get your car repaired urgently. The fuel pump in a vehicle moves fuel under pressure from the
gas tank to the engine, where it is atomized by the fuel injectors. Because of this, a filter is used
to make sure the fuel is as clean as possible. Over time, a fuel filter can pick up enough material
to become clogged and restrict the flow of fuel, which then leads to problems with fuel pressure
and normal engine operation. If a fuel filter is clogged, a vehicle can often idle normally, as the
least fuel flow is required then. More commonly, the first signs of a fuel filter issue would be
symptoms of hesitation, low power, or poor fuel mileage under heavy loads or acceleration. It
can also be at highway speeds when fuel consumption and higher flow rates are necessary.
Inline fuel filters are located somewhere along the fuel lines; after the fuel is pumped from the
tank and before it reaches the injectors. This kind of filter is usually considered a maintenance
item and has a specific replacement interval. The average recommendations run from 30, miles
to 60, miles. An exception would be on some diesel engines such as the Cummins turbodiesel

used in Ram trucks, which has a 15,mile service interval. Inline fuel filters are usually located
where they can be relatively easily accessed. In-tank fuel filters are more common on newer
passenger vehicles. One of the reasons to have the filter before the pump is to protect the pump
itself from contaminants. The drawback, of course, is the difficulty in replacing the filter, which
involves removing the fuel pump. For that reason, in-tank fuel filters have no service or
maintenance interval. As with many things where labor is significant or if diagnosis involves the
removal of the part, in practice, the fuel pump and fuel filter are usually replaced at the same
time if either one is suspected. The fuel filter is a part of and replaced with the fuel pump
module. The labor time for that is 2. The fuel filter is also a part of and replaced with the fuel
pump. It is accessed through an opening under the rear seat, and the labor time is around 0. For
one example of that:. The labor time to replace the fuel filter is estimated at 0. Most
manufacturers say abou
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t every 30, to 60, miles for an inline fuel filter. That can also vary depending on the quality of
fuel used; whether it is well filtered at the pump, for instance. The first symptom is often a
feeling of low power on acceleration or on the highway. It can usually be confirmed with a fuel
pressure gauge. It depends. On some vehicles, the fuel filter is in the engine bay, and pretty
simple to replace. More often it is either tucked underneath the vehicle and requires special
tools, or is in the fuel tank. Notify me of follow-up comments by email. Notify me of new posts
by email. Fuel Filter Replacement Cost Guide. Book Car Service Appointment. There are two
main kinds of fuel filters; inline and in-tank. How often should the fuel filter be replaced? How
do I know if a fuel filter needs replaced? Can I replace my own fuel filter? About Author.
Benjamin E Jerew. More Posts. Car Alarm Installation Cost Guide. Coolant Reservoir
Replacement Cost Guide. Serpentine Belt Replacement Cost Guide.

